We propose a data structure for Boolean functions termed the Free Boolean Diagram. A Free Boolean Diagram allows decision vertices as in the conventional Binary Decision Diagram, but also allows function vertices corresponding to the and and xor functions. It has been shown previously that the equivalence of two Free Boolean Diagrams can be decided probabilistically in polynomial time.
Introduction
The task of representing and manipulating Boolean functions e ciently is central to many di erent problems in logic synthesis, testing and veri cation. In recent years, reduced, ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (ROBDDs) 3] have gained widespread use in the areas of combinational and sequential logic veri cation (e.g. 6, 13]) due to their canonicity and ease of manipulation. The e ciency of an ROBDD representation depends strongly on the input ordering. Finding a good ordering is a di cult problem that has received considerable attention (e.g. 13] ). However, there are classes of combinational circuits, notably multipliers, for which ROBDDs, under any possible input ordering, have a provably exponential size 4].
There have been e orts to increase the power of the ROBDD representation, while trading o canonicity or ease of manipulation. In Section 2, we describe previous work in this area.
We propose a data structure called the Free Boolean Diagram (FBD) that allows function vertices such as and and xor in addition to standard decision vertices. Our main contribution is the development of probabilistic algorithms for the construction and manipulation of FBDs based upon the fundamental result of Blum, Chandra and Wegman 1], and the recent result of Gergov and Meinel 9] . The FBDs presented here are not canonical but are a more powerful representation than ROBDDs because of the augmentations mentioned above. FBDs allow for di erent orderings along di erent paths from the root to a terminal vertex. While the algorithms we describe can be extended to manipulate unordered FBDs, we have not yet exploited this feature in veri cation applications. Further, the complexity of the algorithms increase in the case of unordered FBDs.
Our primary contribution is the development of a method that can be used to compute the Boolean and of two FBDs which, in conjunction with a method for cofactoring FBDs, can be used to compute arbitrary Boolean operations on FBDs. This method is similar to Brace, Rudell and Bryant's ite algorithm 2]. However, the method allows for the introduction and retainment of function vertices in the resulting FBD. As with the strongly canonical form for ROBDDs 2] , during the and operation on FBDs we can ensure a reduced result. Using the theory of Gergov and Meinel 9] , the xor operation on two FBDs can be computed trivially. We use attributed edges to complement FBDs.
Probabilistic cofactor, complement, and, and xor form a complete set of algorithms for FBD manipulation that can be used to directly construct an FBD from a multilevel circuit. Two multilevel circuits can be probabilistically checked for equivalence by constructing their respective FBDs and comparing their signatures.
Related work is described in Section 2. In Section 3 we give the terminology and review the equivalence checking methods of 1] and 9] that form the basis for Boolean operations on FBDs. The weakly canonical form for FBDs is presented in Section 4. We describe the implementation of cofactor, xor, and and methods in Section 5. Implementation details of the manipulation package are discussed in Section 6. Results obtained from using this package are given in Section 7.
Previous Work in Probabilistic Manipulation
The work of Blum, Chandra and Wegman 1] and that of Gergov and Meinel 9] upon which our probabilistic manipulation algorithms are based will be described in Section 3.
Semi In recent work, the authors of this paper presented a variation of Free Boolean Diagrams with function vertices corresponding to and, xor and or functions 16] . The and vertex is identical to the and vertex described here. However, the xor vertex in 16] is restricted to have as children functions with disjoint support, and the or vertex is restricted to have as children functions which have a null intersection. It can be shown that the xor vertex used here, which does not place any restriction on the children, is strictly more powerful than the xor/or combination of 16]. Further, the algorithms described in 16] did not include the methods described in Section 5 for the retainment of function vertices. Automatic methods of function vertex introduction and retainment are critical to obtaining compact-sized FBDs from arbitrary logic-level circuits.
Preliminaries
The reduced, ordered Binary Decision Diagram is de ned in 3] and an e cient implementation of a manipulation package is described in 2]. For the rest of this paper, it is assumed that the reader has a working knowledge of the above mentioned papers.
Free Boolean Diagrams
De ne the support of an FBD f, support(f), as the set of decision variables which appear along some path from the root to a terminal vertex in the FBD. 
where support(f low(v) ) \ support(f high(v) ) = .
In an FBD, we require that in any path from the root to a terminal vertex a variable can appear at most once. However, the order in which these variables appear along di erent paths can be di erent. Further, we have three types of nonterminal vertices, a decision vertex as in a BDD, an and vertex, and an xor vertex. The function vertices xor and and do not have associated decision variables. Therefore an FBD is not a decision diagram per se. The function vertices can appear multiple times along a path from the root to a terminal vertex.
An example FBD is shown in Figure 1 . Let F be an algebraic eld with at least 2n elements. Let S be any subset of F, jSj = 2n. Assign each variable x i , 1 i n, a value chosen at random from S, denoted jx i j, also called the signature of x i . The value of the complemented variable is denoted as 1 ? jx i j, also called the complement signature. (Actually, the complemented variable has a signature jx i j such that jx i j + jx i j = 1 using the + operator of F).
Assign the graph G a value as follows:
Assign the 1 terminal vertex the value 1.
Assign the two arcs of each vertex the value of its complemented or uncomplemented variable associated with the vertex depending upon whether the arc is the low child or the high child of the vertex.
Assign each vertex the sum (over the two arcs leaving it) of the product of the value of each arc times the value of the vertex at that arc's head. . It was further shown in 11] that the probability of error associated with the probabilistic equivalence check is less than ( n jSj ) k , where k is the number of \runs". The error probability can be made arbitrarily small by making multiple runs with di erent random assignments of the jx i j's to the x i variables. Further, by increasing the cardinality of S the error probability for a single run can be reduced signi cantly.
xor Vertices
Gergov and Meinel 9] have extended the the equivalence algorithm of 1] to include function vertices that correspond to parity functions, i.e., xor vertices. We describe their method below.
A primitive polynomial of degree m and characteristic 2 can be used to generate a Galois Field with 2 m elements GF(2 m ) 12]. Arithmetic in a nite eld of characteristic 2 is essentially mod 2 arithmetic. Therefore, for any element a 2 GF(2 m ), a + a 0, where 0 is the identity element. This leads immediately to the result that given two Boolean functions f and g the signature of f g is the sum of the signature of f and the signature of g (where the sum corresponds to addition carried out in GF(2 m )). The common f g terms in f and g cancel each other out resulting in f g + f g. Therefore, if we have an FBD with xor vertices, the signature of the function rooted at the xor vertex can be computed simply by summing the signatures of its children. Computing the signature of decision vertices is unchanged from the Blum, Chandra and Wegman algorithm, except that multiplication is also carried out in GF(2 m ).
and Vertices
Consider an FBD with and vertices. We use the Blum, Chandra and Wegman algorithm as before. When we see an and vertex, we multiply the signatures of the child vertices. This produces the signature for the function rooted at the and vertex, because the children have disjoint supports.
Note that multiplication has to be carried out in GF(2 m ).
The particular primitive polynomial used to generate the eld, and other details regarding the arithmetic are given in Section 6.
Reduce and a Weakly Canonical Form
Given an unreduced FBD it is possible to the use the algorithm described in the previous section to reduce the FBD, i.e. remove redundant vertices and redundant subfunctions in the diagram. The reduce algorithm is similar to that of 3]. Further, the strongly canonical framework for ROBDDs developed in 2] can also be generalized to FBDs. We describe the reduction algorithm and the canonical form for FBDs in this section.
The reduction method for FBDs simply corresponds to a bottom-up traversal of the FBD computing the signature for every vertex in the FBD. It is easy to see that the reduction of a FBD produces another FBD which has no more vertices than the original FBD. Reduction corresponds to a traversal of the FBD with a lookup in the unique jf v j = jf high(v) j jf low(v) j
We maintain a weakly canonical form in the sense that no two functions with the same or complement signature ever exist simultaneously. Therefore we never have to explicitly reduce FBDs.
Boolean Operations
We will describe how basic Boolean operations like cofactor, xor, and and can be performed on FBD representations. It is important that the Boolean operations be implemented in such a way that a Boolean operation performed on any set of FBDs produce another FBD. In particular, we have to be careful about how we handle function vertices.
Indices and Function Vertices
Vertices can be terminal, decision, xor or and vertices. Two ags are required to di erentiate between the di erent types of vertices.
Each decision variable has an associated index in the speci ed global ordering. The variable that appears rst in the ordering is assigned the index 0, and the following variables are assigned indices in increasing order. Each decision vertex contains an index corresponding to the decision variable. Each function vertex also has an index which corresponds to the minimum index of any decision vertex that can be reached by traversing paths from the function vertex to a terminal vertex. In addition, function vertices are marked with a special ag to indicate whether they are XOR or AND vertices.
Cofactor
Cofactoring a function f with respect to a variable x i corresponds to setting the variable to a 1 or a 0. f x i = f(x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x i?1 ; 1; x i+1 ; ; x n ) Given an FBD G for a function f, if x i happens to be the decision variable corresponding to the root vertex of the given FBD, then the FBD for f x i is simply the high child of the root vertex of G. Similarly the FBD for f x i is the low child of the root vertex of G.
If x i is not the decision variable corresponding to the root vertex of G a more general algorithm is required. We simply nd all the vertices of G that have x i as a decision variable. To compute the FBD corresponding to f x i , for each chosen vertex we make the parents of the chosen vertex point to the high child of the vertex (or the low child when computing f x i ).
Given an and vertex v in the FBD we have support(f low(v) ) \ support(f high(v) ) = . After cofactoring, the FBD still satis es the support condition. The xor vertex does not place any restrictions on its children. Therefore cofactoring a FBD produces another FBD. The complexity of the cofactor algorithm is linear in the size of the given FBD.
FBDs with xor vertices may have redundant variables after cofactoring. By redundant variables we mean vertices upon whose decision variables a function does not logically depend, but are encountered when traversing paths from the root of a FBD representation of the function to a terminal vertex. An example of cofactoring producing a redundant variable in given in Figure 2 The above strategy will guarantee that we never create FBDs which violate the property of freedom, i.e. that a decision variable can be encountered at most once on any path from the root to a terminal vertex.
xor
Computing the xor operation on two FBDs f and g is trivial. We create an xor vertex with low child f and high child g. We assign the xor vertex an index corresponding to the minimum of the indices of the root vertices in f and g.
and
The pseudo-code for the and operation is shown in Figure 3 and is explained below.
Special Cases
Given two FBDs f and g the rst step is to check for special cases as with ROBDDs. These special cases are: If f or g equals 0 return 0. If f is equal to 1 or g return g. If g is equal to 1 return f. If f equals g return 0.
Computed Table
Next we want to check if the and was previously computed and thereby save time by not recomputing the result. Given a pair f, g we can check the computed table to see if f g was previously computed and the result is still available in the computed table. If so, we return the result. If not, we can check to see if f g, f g or f g were computed. If any of these were previously computed, we can return xor(g, f g), xor(f, f g), and xor(xor(f, g), f g), respectively. We are using xor vertices and the previously computed result to obtain the FBD for f g.
Variable Selection
If the result is not available in the computed table, we select a decision variable x i . A vertex with an associated decision variable x i is created and the result is formed by recursively calling fbd-and() with the two cofactor pairs.
We enforce the global ROBDD input ordering to select decision variables. Thus, the variable that is selected corresponds to the variable with the minimum index across f and g. Note, however, that the use of function vertices results in a representation that is more powerful than ROBDDs. The variables in the paths of the FBDs appear in order, but the function vertices \emulate" unordered paths. Namely, given the same global ordering, the FBDs can still be smaller than ROBDDs.
Introducing and Vertices
Once low(v) and high(v) have been obtained for the result of the and operation on the cofactor pairs, we can compute the signature of the result as
If s is equal to jfj jgj, we can assume (with a nite probability of error) that f and g have disjoint supports. We can return and(f, g) as the result. This representation for f g that uses the and vertex is the optimal representation in terms of graph size.
The introduction of and vertices can result in signi cant reduction in memory requirements. To understand this, consider the functions f and g with disjoint supports, and assume that the global ordering corresponds to the variables of f interleaved with the variables of g. In this case the ROBDD for f g can have 0:5 size(f) size(g) vertices. However, the nal result using the and vertex only requires size(f) + size(g) + 1 vertices. Note that the number of recursive calls to fbd-and remains the same in the ROBDD and FBD cases. However, the FBD operations require much less memory, because the partially computed results can be freed once the signature check is performed. In order to improve the computation time over the ROBDD approach, prior to computing the and of two FBDs, the support of each of the vertices in the FBDs can be computed and stored. If the supports are disjoint, an and vertex is introduced. No additional error is introduced when the and vertices are introduced after a check on the supports. This method, however, requires an additional support eld for each vertex in the FBD, which can occupy a substantial amount of memory. We do not use the support eld in our implementation.
The error introduced by checking the signatures to introduce an and vertex is equivalent to the error introduced by a unique table hit, and is less than ( n jSj ) k .
Introducing xor Vertices
It may appear counter-intuitive but xor vertices can be introduced within an and operation as well.
Consider two functions f and g such that f g = . This means that f g f g. As before, we can compute the signature of the result obtained for the and operation, namely s, and check if:
If this is the case, and the number of vertices in f plus the number of vertices in g is less than the number of vertices in result, we return xor(f, g). Since it is quite expensive to compute the number of vertices in an FBD this check is not performed at every recursion, but at every l recursions, where l is typically 4.
As before, the introduction of xor vertices can substantially reduce memory requirements during an and operation.
Retaining xor Vertices
Introducing function vertices in the result of an and operation helps reduce memory requirements. However, if another Boolean operation is to be performed on the computed result, the function vertices are \bubbled" down by recursively cofactoring with respect to decision variables. Therefore, savings in node sizes may be lost.
To see this more clearly, consider the FBDs xor(f 1 , f 2 ) and g, which are to be and'ed. We can choose decision variables and obtain a FBD for (f 1 f 2 ) g. Alternatively, we can compute f 1 g and f 2 g and represent the result as xor (f 1 g, f 2 g ). Depending on f 1 , f 2 , and g one or the other of the two representations will be smaller.
In order to fully exploit function vertices in the computation of f g, we rst select decision variables and compute f g. If f has an xor vertex at its root, i.e. is xor(f 1 , f 2 ), we also compute f 1 g and f 2 g. If size(f g) is larger than size(f 1 g)+size(f 2 g)+1, the latter representation is chosen and the former is freed. Else, if size(f g) is smaller than or equal to size(f 1 g) + size(f 2 g) + 1, the former representation is chosen and the latter is freed.
During the computation of f 1 g or f 2 g the number of vertices being created is monitored. When the size of these FBDs becomes larger than the size of f g, the computation is terminated.
It is possible that g has an xor vertex as its root, and f does not. This case is not included in Figure 3 for brevity, however, the same strategy applies in this case too.
Redundant Vertices
Once we have a representation for f g, we check for the existence of the signature in the unique table. If the signature is present, we use the representation that has the highest index at the root.
Implementation
The implementation of the FBD package mimics the structures and routines described in 2], with modi cations to accommodate function signatures, and function vertices. BDD functions have also been altered to operate correctly without the imposition of a global input variable ordering, though we have not yet exploited unordered FBDs in our experiments.
Finite Field Arithmetic
We have chosen a primitive polynomial with characteristic 2 and degree 16, namely, x Subtraction is exactly the same as addition in mod 2 arithmetic. Therefore, 1 ? x equals x + 1.
Multiplication of two polynomials can be carried out in di erent ways. The most e cient way is to use index tables which are similar to logarithm tables. Each element in the nite eld other than the 0 element has an associated index. In order to multiply two polynomials, we add their respective indices, 1 and then nd the product polynomial by using an inverse index table. The index and inverse index table can be generated easily, and since each table only contains 65536 entries, they can be stored in memory.
An example of polynomial signature calculation is shown in Figure 4 . The signature for the and vertex v 3 is the mod 2 product of the signatures of its children. The signature for the xor vertex v 1 is the mod 2 sum of the signatures jv 2 j and jv 3 j. The signatures in the gure are shown as polynomials, but the polynomials are represented by binary numbers in the implementation. For more details regarding arithmetic on nite elds the reader is referred to 12].
FBD Structures
Each vertex in an FBD is associated with an FBD vertex structure. An FBD vertex (also called a node) has forward pointers only, one to the low child vertex and one to the high child vertex. The FBD vertex has a variable index that identi es the type of vertex, i.e., terminal, decision, and, or xor, and also identi es the decision variable associated with the vertex. Each vertex also stores signatures. The number of signatures (or passes) determines the error probability when testing for function equivalence in the unique table. Each signature corresponds to a particular assignment of values to the variables of the FBD. As mentioned in Section 6.1, we use a polynomial of degree 16 to generate a eld with 2 16 elements. Each signature requires 16 bits, i.e. 2 bytes.
We also implemented the complement edge scheme described in 2]. When a complement edge on a vertex F is encountered, the signature for the corresponding function is simply j1? jFjj. Note that we do not have to enforce the restrictions on the use of negative edges as in 2], as our canonicity property is based on signatures. Tables   The unique table is Because of the use of function vertices, it is possible to create di erent representations of a function. Therefore, while using function vertices, if a unique table hit occurs, we always choose the representation with smaller size and the highest index at the root.
Hash
The computed table is a hash-based cache that stores the results of previous and results. The entries in the cache are accessed by hashing the signatures of the pair of vertices, and then comparing the current pair with the cache entry. If the pairs match, the result of the and is taken from the cache entry. Before we look for an entry in the computed 
Memory Requirement
It was shown in 2] that the memory usage per ROBDD vertex is 22 bytes per vertex under certain assumptions. The same computation shows the amortized memory cost for the FBD package is 32 bytes per vertex. This number includes the hash tables and 4 passes for the signature computation. Each pass corresponds to a signature which requires 2 bytes of storage. If 6 passes are used then the amortized memory cost would be 39 bytes per vertex.
Results
The results of applying the FBD package to some benchmarks are summarized in Table 1 . In most cases the same global ordering for all outputs was given to the FBD package and the ROBDD package implemented in the program sis 15] . Examples marked with an asterisk required di erent orderings for di erent outputs to create BDDs. For these examples, any further manipulation of the output BDDs requires the FBD package. All CPU times are reported in seconds on a SPARCstation 10.
Each row in Table 1 shows the BDD sizes and CPU times for the given benchmark. The entries under the heading ROBDD give the sizes and times required by the ROBDD package in sis. The sizes and times used by the FBD package with only a global input ordering and no function vertices are listed under the heading FBD. The FBD package without any and and xor vertices and the same global ordering produces exactly the same graphs as the ROBDD package for all the examples, and requires about 1.4X more CPU time on the average. In some cases, the FBD package is faster and this is attributable to the di erent hashing scheme for the computed table. The purpose of this comparison is to verify the FBD package has smaller computational requirements than the ROBDD package and is within a constant factor in CPU time required.
FBDs built using a global input ordering and using and and xor vertices appear next in the table. When function vertices are added, the sizes of FBDs decrease by as much as a factor of 6 in certain cases.
The last column in the table shows the number of function vertices in the nal FBD for the circuit. Di erences in size between FBDs and ROBDDs using the same global ordering are directly attributable to the function vertices. In examples C7552 and s9234 we need di erent orderings for di erent outputs to create FBDs.
Multipliers are particularly di cult circuits even for FBDs. We have been able to create FBDs for multipliers of up to 12 bits. For example C6288, we have been able to generate FBDs up to the 14 th output.
The error probabilities on the circuits were small, and can be made arbitrarily small by increasing the number of passes. The upper bound on the error probability for the circuits is given by ( n jSj ) k num ut hits, the error probability for the equivalence check times the number of unique table hits 11]. In the above examples, we used a eld size of jSj = 2 16 and 4 passes. A circuit that has 100 inputs and requires 10 6 unique table hits to construct the FBDs for the circuit has an error probability of less than 5:42 10 ?6 .
Conclusions
This paper applies the con uence of two directions of research to the problem of Boolean function representation and manipulation, namely probabilistic equivalence checking and graph-based algorithms for Boolean function manipulation. We have used the theory of probabilistic equivalence checking for FBDs to arrive at a set of FBD-based Boolean manipulation algorithms. We have been able to exploit the large amount of research and engineering e ort that has gone into making ROBDD-based Boolean manipulation highly e cient in our FBD manipulation package.
The augmentation in the FBD representation (as opposed to the ROBDD representation) is that special function vertices are allowed in a FBD, provided certain conditions are satis ed. For a number of Boolean functions encountered in hardware design, these augmentations can result in signi cantly smaller sized representations, as demonstrated by our results. Di erent orderings are allowed along di erent paths from the root to a terminal vertex in a FBD. However, in order to retain the e ciency of ROBDD manipulation methods the FBD algorithms currently require a good global input ordering.
Ongoing work includes the development of dynamic variable selection methods during the and operation, the incorporation of dynamic re-ordering as in 14] , and application to sequential logic veri cation. 
